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COMMANDER’S COLUMN
Hello again to the DoD Troopers, civilians, and Iraqi partners
that make up Task Force Bucca and just as importantly to our
supporters throughout the world. This edition of the Task Force
newsletter contains a sporting theme in order to set it apart
from themes we have focused on in the past. As you read and
enjoy the numerous articles on the inside, I wanted to share a
few thoughts of my own about the competition that is taking
place here at Camp Bucca and within Iraq.
Let’s get it on! I have heard that mantra recently blaring
from the TV, radio and throughout Camp Bucca as sporting
events start up or come to a close. For example, there is the
Col. David Glaser
conclusion of the Bucca Soccer league recently won by ComTF Bucca Commander
pound 7 in a hard fought match over Compound 10, numerous
competitors in the monthly boxing tournament, our talent competition, and finally the
Protectors defeating the Air Force in a Bucca Square basketball face-off.
On the world stage, the Olympics just concluded in Beijing, and in the United States
we have baseball playoffs, college football, professional football, WNBA basketball,
NASCAR, American Idol, the video gamers and Poker world championships and much,
much more. If there is one thing that puts the world together, it is the pursuit or passion
for sport or competition, which matches wit, or wit coupled with physical prowess
against an adversary under an agreed set of rules.
The mission at Camp Bucca is no less a competition. It is a competition between a
counterinsurgent force and insurgents or extremists. In our role as a counterinsurgent
force, we must consider it absolutely imperative that our actions are in full compliance
with the ideals that we promote, or we will be penalized heavily by world opinion and the
other team gains a strategic advantage as they did during our failing at Abu Ghraib.
Knowing this, there can be no gap between our rule book (what we say as a nation)
and our play book (what we do). All members of TF Bucca must understand the importance of this last statement; it is the key to winning the competition we’re currently in.
Whether you know it or not, the eyes of the world are watching us to see if we’re playing
the game correctly (the values of our Nation). If our priorities and values are reflected in
the actions of every man and woman serving here, we will bring the people on the sidelines and in the stands (moderates) onto our side. Skilled players join our team, raise
our level of capability and bring those in the stands with them providing momentum to
our cause, momentum that can see us through to victory.
As I close my thoughts, I challenge all of you to be active players in our ongoing
competition, know the rules (U.S. values), know the playbook, and know the enemy. In
doing so we can advance the efforts
Thank you!
toward a free, stable and secure Iraq,
Col. David P. Glaser
knowing full well that -- We win or lose
Task Force Bucca Commander
as a team!
42nd MP BDE

Open 24 hours a day,
7 days a week—
“No Transaction Fees”

3 New Locations: Finance Office: 0900-1600
PX: 24HRS
Spawar Café: 24HRS
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COMMAND SERGEANT MAJOR’S COLUMN
Greetings from the senior enlisted leadership of Task Force Bucca. I hope that
this newsletter finds you well. From me to you: I appreciate the service you provide to your country, your hometown, your service, and your family. It is difficult
work, but you do it well, and not a day goes by where the higher Headquarters
doesn’t take notice of it.
Consider for a moment the following scenario:
You are tasked to field a team in the Super Bowl to play against a proven, seasoned, winning team comprised of wily veterans and spry young players. You
have a limited time to form the team and several restrictions to contend with.
There is little, if any, wiggle room for getting around the restrictions and you are
Command Sgt. Maj. Edgar
also expected to fill the shoes of a team that had similar restrictions but was sucDahl, TF Bucca CSM
cessful before you.
First, while your team will consist of professional athletes, not all of them are football players.
Some come from baseball, basketball, soccer, golf, cycling, tennis and other sports. Of the football players, there are a large number of odd position players—too many of one position and not enough of another. You have baseball players playing the line and golfers acting as receivers. Basketball players
hike the ball and soccer stars try to kick the odd shaped ball for extra points. Mixed matched positions
are the norm and your team is a salad of different ingredients. Shot-putters share the line with wrestlers
and your quarterback is an all-American college tennis player.
Second, your team will have to switch out 25 percent of players each quarter and those that leave will
be replaced by new players who have never played with the rest of the team before. Although you have
a world class staff of trainers and a little bit of time to get that 25 percent together and briefed on their
roles and positions, those players walk on the field just before they are required to assume their positions
in the lineup; usually after only a small amount of instruction on their position. Your bench is nonexistent as you can only have enough players to man each position. The guys that played earlier in the
game cannot hang around the sidelines and provide advice—they are forced from the field and told to
leave the stadium, only their play book remains behind.
Third, the opposing team is constantly refreshed with new players who know each other and have
shared a play book for a long time. Their bench is very deep and their stamina is almost inexhaustible.
Their players study yours and are well aware of your weaknesses and strengths. They are frequently
caught stealing your signals, spying on you, and enticing you to commit personal fouls so you get penalized. Would you play the game? Would you expect to win?
See CSM’s COLUMN on page 4

SUNDAY- SPADES / DOMINOES 2000hrs
SUNDAY- POKER NIGHT 0130hrs
MONDAY- TEXAS HOLD ‘EM 1900hrs sign-up
TUESDAY– REGGAE NIGHT 2100hrs
WEDNESDAY- KARAOKE 2030hrs
THURSDAY- COUNTRY AND WESTERN NIGHT 2000hrs
FRIDAY- SALSA CLASS & DANCE 1900-0300hrs
SATURDAY - HIP-HOP / R&B 2100hrs
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COMMAND SERGEANT MAJOR’S COLUMN
CSM’s COLUMN continued from page 3

This scenario is similar to the units conducting detention and security operations at Camp Bucca.
We are a mixed unit composed of all four services. Those individual services have active, guard, and
reserve members who are sometimes assigned to units just shortly before they depart for theater. We
have a multitude of different MOSs and rates and sometimes square pegs are required to fit round
holes. We come from all over the US and other lands and we wear different uniforms, talk differently,
and rightfully carry our service culture as a badge of honor.
Visitors comment on how difficult it must be to accomplish this complex mission considering the restrictions we operate under and the diversity of our team. I tell them “naw”; we are professional service members doing what it takes to succeed in this game. We have the hardest but most important
mission in this war. Now hike me the ball and everyone go
Command Sgt. Maj. Edgar W. Dahl
long.
Task Force Bucca CSM
42nd MP BDE

A I R F O R C E D O M I N AT E S I N S O F T B A L L , B A S K E T B A L L
At the beginning, 32 teams
faced off in a
doubleelimination softball tournament
with the Bucca
Stampede taking the championship. The
Stampede,
coached by
Staff Sgt.
Ernesto Hernandez, consisted
of members of
the Visitation
Flight, to include
Corona gate.
Tech. Sgt. Jared Moran pitched every inning of every
game with eight strike outs and only two walks. Staff Sgt.
Peter Pritchett had an incredible ten home runs the
whole season, two of which were grand slams.
The Championship Game was against an Army team
called the Sky Strikers. The first inning left the Stampede
down four to one, but they came back in the fifth inning
scoring six and tying the Strikers at seven runs. Capt.
Pitney, the Stampede’s first baseman and one of
Bucca’s Chaplains, hit a grand slam home run in the
sixth. The Stampede scored a record 19 runs in this inning, bringing them far ahead of their competitors. In the
seventh, the Stampede scored another 11 runs, making
the final score 37 to 12. The team made a unanimous

vote and decided
to give two Most
Valuable Player
Awards, one to
Airman 1st Class
James Price and
the other to Airman 1st Class
Michael Garrison.
The Air Force
Lady Assassins
were unstoppable
during the
Women’s five-onfive Basketball
tournament. Staff
Sgt. Jessica Wahl
coached and
played with seven
females, also from the 586th ESFS, and led her team to
victory in the Championship Game.
The team lost the post season All-Star game to a
newly formed Army team. The Top Scorer Award went to
Senior Airman Jamisha Hinton and the Best Defender
Award went to Airman 1st Class Amanda Clark. The
team’s top three point shooters were Airman 1st Class
Amanda Clark, Airman 1st Class Ashley Scott and Airman 1st Class Johnson. Clark also took second place in
the tournaments three point shootout contest. When interviewed, all participants said that the tournament was
very competitive – but they all had a great time getting
out and having fun.
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AIRMEN CONTINUE TO EXCEL
Story by 2nd Lt. Steven Brenoskie,
586th Expeditionary Security Forces Squadron

The Air Force Security Forces
career field has expanded its mission tremendously since the beginning of Operation Iraqi Freedom.
The traditional mission of the Security Forces is Law Enforcement
and Air Base or Nuclear Security.
However, the Global War on Terror has provided Airmen an opportunity to stand side-by-side with
their Army brothers and sisters.
Since the start of Operations Enduring Freedom and Iraqi Freedom, Air Force Security Forces’
members have found their mission
expanding to providing base defense, area security operations
and convoy escort.
Arguably, the most unique
mission Security Forces are involved with currently is Detainee
Operations. Until recently, the Air
Force was responsible for many of
the detainee compounds at Camp
Bucca, Iraq. Now, the mission Airmen perform at Camp Bucca is the
Detainee Visitation Program. The
586th Expeditionary Security
Forces Squadron was formed from
units throughout the continental
United States to train at Fort Bliss,
Texas for 30 days prior to their six
month deployment in support of
the mission at Camp Bucca.

The Airmen of the Detainee
Visitation Program find themselves
face to face with about 600 Iraqi
men, women and children from
across the country, every day.
Their primary mission is to facilitate visits between detainees and
their families. However, their impact reaches far beyond the gates
of Camp Bucca. Treating visitors
with dignity and respect shows the
care and compassion of Coalition
forces, despite what they may
have been told. For these Airmen,
the most rewarding part about the
visitation mission is interacting
with Iraqi children. Airmen offer
children toys, school supplies,
sports equipment, and candy, almost daily, as they depart the
base. While family members await
the opportunity to visit with their
detainee, Airmen interact with children on the playground and enjoy
playing soccer with them. For
these Airmen, it is a rewarding
feeling knowing they are positively
impacting children’s lives during
what could be a difficult and emotional time.
Airmen are responsible for
the Unit Greeter Program at the
Camp Bucca Visitation Center. All
units at Camp Bucca have an opportunity to donate items to Iraqi
children to personally distribute
items to families after they visit
with family members detained in
the theater internment facility. The
Airmen take pride in facilitating this
program and ensuring the families
are well taken care of.
The Visitation mission is a
focal point for gauging the future of
Iraq’s corrections system. Airmen
work side-by-side to help train

Iraqi Correctional Officers who will
eventually take over the detainee
operations mission. Many Airmen
learn the Arabic language and
Iraqi culture, as they are immersed
in both daily. Some Airmen are
asked to learn skills outside of
their normal duties as a Security
Forces member, and are quickly
immersed in the necessary training so the mission will not face
substantial challenges. Fortunately, the Airmen of detainee visitation continuously exceed in all
aspects of their assigned missions.
Following their tenure at
Camp Bucca, these men and
women will have facilitated over
66,000 family visitations. These
Airmen have truly set the bar for
future Visitation operations at
Camp Bucca, and have established the benchmark for the visitation mission at other Department
of Defense detention facilities outside of the United States. The impact these Airmen have on Iraqi
public opinion is immeasurable.
However, their efforts continue to
touch the lives of those who enter
the gates of Camp Bucca on a
daily basis, and aid in the reconciliation of Iraq.
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TROOPS’ CORNER
67th Military Police
Anniversary

Baby Bash

Navy Chief Pinning

Women’s All-Star Game
Air Force’s 61st Birthday
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...TROOPS’ CORNER CONTINUED

What do you do for fun? Submit your
photos and captions to PAO.

Senior Airman Ryan Warmike, 887th
Expeditionary Security Forces Squadron, greets a guard at the Al Ibrahimi
Primary School during a security patrol mission. Soldiers from Task
Force Bucca helped paint the classrooms inside the school with the help
of the headmasters, teachers and
contractors.

THE WOODWORK OF CAMP BUCCA
Staff Sgt. Hector Velazquez, HHC, 42nd MP
Bde. built this domino
game table for tournaments in front on his
POD. Velazquez also
painted the logos on the
board.

There are many different, hand-made chairs throughout Camp Bucca. Service members and
civilians use their creative ingenuity to produce chairs, tables, and benches to provide comfort and
décor where they live and work.
If you have a chair you’re particularly proud of, e-mail a photo with a caption to Spc. Amie
McMillan, at amie.mcmillan@iraq.centcom.mil.
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B E H AV I O R A L H E A LT H S E C T I O N
Behavioral Health (BH), as a general concept, refers to the
reciprocal relationship between human behavior, individually or
socially, and the well-being of the body, mind, and spirit,
whether the latter are considered individually or as an integrated whole.
The BH Section located at Camp Bucca Theater Interment
Facility faces unique challenges, and a whole different spectrum of care promoting a philosophy of health that stresses
individual responsibility in the application of behavior, knowledge, and techniques to the maintenance of health and the
prevention of illness and dysfunction to a population of detained individuals. Currently the BH team evaluates and treats
over 600 detainees, and more than 400 US soldiers and coalition members monthly.
Although the work load can be overwhelming for the teams,
the bonds formed between the staff members makes a cohesive family unit. Lt. Col. Yarber, the BH OIC, stated that the
staff members first met one another during the pre-mobilization
stage and are a great crew to work with.
With mixed feelings of joy and sadness, the BH team will
say farewell to Maj. Clark (Psychiatrist) as she redeploys, and
welcomes Capt. Rodriquez (Psychologist ) to the team. Maj.
Clark will be missed!

Operating Hours
AAFES Post Exchange
Hrs: 24 HRS
Located in the Bucca Plaza
Alterations and Embroidery
Hrs: 0900-2100 Mon-Sun
Located in the Bucca Plaza
Barber Shop
Hrs: 0900-2100 Mon-Sun
Located in the Bucca Plaza
Beauty Salon and Spa
Hrs: 0900-2000 Mon-Sun
Located in the Bucca Plaza
Burger King
Hrs: 0600-2400 Mon-Sun
Located in the Bucca Plaza
Dental Clinic
Hrs: 0800-1000 Mon-Sat
1300-1500 Sun
Co-located in the TMC

Dining Facility (DFAC)
Hrs: 24 HRS
Located behind the Bucca
Plaza
Financial Services
Hrs: 0700-1600 Mon-Fri
0900-1500 Sat
1300-1600 Sun
Located in Bldg 1
Bucca Fire Department
DSN: 853.8000

Fitness Center
Open Every Day 24/7
ID Card required to enter.
Green Beans Coffee Shop
Open Every Day 24/7
Located in the Bucca Plaza

SPAWAR Internet Café
and Phones - Closed for
cleaning twice daily,
1000-1100 and 2200-2300
Subway
Hrs: 0900-2100 Mon-Sun
Located in the Bucca Plaza
Troop Medical Clinic
Sick Call Hrs:
0800-1000 Mon-Sat
1400-1500 Mon-Sat
Emergency Only on Sunday
Located North of the DFAC
U. S. Post Office
Current Hrs:
0700-1700 Mon-Sun
Appointments: 1700-1800
Only Cash or Eagle Cash
Accepted

Pizza Hut
Hrs: 0900-0200 Mon-Sun
Located in the Bucca Plaza
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I S B O X I N G A T E A M S P O RT ?
Story by CH (Maj.) Daniel Bell,
304th MP Battalion Chaplain
can be difficult and hard to work under,
which prepares the young fighter to
endure in hard times of life. The
trainer is a teacher teaching the philosophy of the sport and the art of
combat; demonstrating how to win graciously and be a good sport. Through
the training, the young fighter gleams
and gathers up the many ways to defend himself/ herself, and understands
when to be on the offense and the defense. By being disciplined and conditioned by the trainer, the young fighter
learns that 50-75 percent of boxing is
conditioning, while 10 percent is heart,
and 15 percent is training, muscle
memory, and techniques. Through the
trainer, the young fighter learns “the
ropes,” so to speak. He is taught how
Is boxing a team sport? The word to handle conflict and to defend off
opponent attacks.
team is defined as a group of people
who form one side in a sports competiThen the young fighter is introtion, a number of people organized to duced to several sparring partners,
function cooperatively as a group, and team mates of all weights and sizes.
two or more animals working together The sparring partner is your training
pulling a vehicle or agricultural equip- opponent, who is your friend. Their job
ment. Most spectators (those who just is to teach you boxing skills by beating
watch boxing) have the preconceived up on you. He/she is the one who hits
idea that boxing is an individual sport
on you; and you return day after day,
because they see one fighter against
week after week, time after time to the
another. They arrive at this conclusion gym and still let him/her hit on you
knowing only what they see, the finsome more. That is a picture of a true
ished product a “bout, fight, and/or
friend.
match”. It takes many people organized cooperatively as a group; yes, the
team to bring this one event to fruition,
captured by a certain number of
rounds. Now granted, the sport of
boxing is one on one, and it would
seem to be an individual sport. However, to the fighter in the ring, he/she
understands different; for there are
those behind-the-scenes who compose the team.
What does it take to get a fighter
ready for a bout? First, the Mom and
the Dad have to train the young fighter
to do right, to follow rules, and to stand
up for himself/herself, and to stand up
We have not spoken yet of the
for what is right. Then the young
judges. In each match there are three
fighter is introduced to the trainer, who judges who determine the result of the

NEW! The Community House has
a new phone number. (853-6054)
bout. But the young fighter knows by
now that the result proclaimed matters
little if he/she has done their best. Although winning is a great experience,
it is the heart of the fighter that matters.
Then there are the many referees.
Yet, only one is the third person in the
ring with you. They are the ones giving you the commands: to stop, break,
and/or box. “Stop” means to hold your
position and not continue fighting.
“Break” means to stop and then to take
a step back while protecting yourself at
all times. Then the command to “box”
is just that, begin to engage the opponent. The referee is your friend who
can take you out of trouble, and is
there to keep the fight clean and go by
the rules.
The last person that I would like to
address is the audience. Yes, that’s
right, you! The fighter will fight in the
ring with all of his/her heart when he/
she hears the roar of the crowd. “They
will fight for you” is a quote from an
announcer. I believe he is right.
The young fighter, now older, has
been taught from many people and is
now applying what he/she has been
trained on: both in and outside the
ring. The bout is going on every day
and there are good times and
hard times coming, but the heart
of the fighter has been trained to
continue mission no matter what.
I know I have left off the corner
man, the cut man, the ring girls/
guys, the time keeper, the Doctors, the one who gets all the
money “the promoter”, and others
that see the great sport of Boxing
is continued. And I must say,
“Thank you to all those through
the years for supporting the sport
of boxing”. Boxing is a team sport
and we need you to come join us;
there is room for more on “The
Team”.
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CHAPLAIN VISITS SOLDIERS WORKING IN TIF

Religious Services Schedule
WEEKLY ACTIVITIES
Sunday
0800 Lutheran / Episcopal Service
0930 Non-Denominational (TIF Hospital)
0930 Traditional Service
1030 Contemporary Service
1100 Catholic Mass / Liturgy of the Word
1230 Church of Christ
1400 Contemporary Service
1630 LDS Worship Service
1800 Gospel Choir Practice
1900 Gospel Service
Monday
1000-1400 Prayer & Meditation
2000 LDS Bible Study
Tuesday
1000-1400 Prayer & Meditation
1900 Lutheran / Episcopal Service
2030-2130 Women’s BibleStudy

Wednesday
1000 & 1400 R&R Briefing
1200 Bible Study (TIF Hosp)
2000-2130 Bible Study (Community Hse.)
Thursday
1000-1400 Prayer & Meditation
1830 Traditional Service
1900 Gospel Choir Practice
2000 Church of Christ Bible Study
(Community House)

Saturday

1000 Gospel Service
2100 Catholic Vigil Mass /
Liturgy of the Word

Daily

1900 Prayer Group

OFFICE HOURS:
Chapel: 0800-2200 DSN: 853-1185
Community House: 1100-2300
CAMP BUCCA CHAPEL

2000 Open Circle (Pagan) (JAG Conference Room)
2030 Intercessory Prayer
(Community House)
2100 Catholic Prayer
Friday
1000-1400 Prayer & Meditation
1200 Juma (Muslim) Prayer Group
1900 Reformed Jewish Service
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O U R F AV O R I T E T O W N I N I R A Q : C A M P B U C C A
Story by Capt. Clint Yates,
1/160th Rear Area Operations Center

facility and Post Exchange. The
DOL improved the convoy staging
lanes to support the increase of
traffic entering and leaving the Forward Operating Base. They reconstructed the Joint Distribution Center and stood up a new Supply
Service Activity (SSA) yard. The
SSA manages the fast growing
authorized stock list to support the
FOB and area operations.
The Facilities Engineering
Team (FET), lead by Capt. Danny
Snow, oversees all of the important
expansion projects.
The helicopters land and sand
“I was a bit overwhelmed at first
shifts into the air forming whirlwhen I arrived at Bucca because of
winds that take minutes to clear.
all the improvement projects my
As the 160th Field Artillery Battalteam had in store,” Snow said.
ion makes their entrance onto the
“Now, over 1000 projects later, I
loose desert soil at Camp Bucca,
look
back at the before and after
the mission begins. The Rear
aerial
pictures of the FOB and am
Area Operations Center (RAOC) is
dumbfounded
at the drastic
now responsible for improving the
changes,”
he
added.
quality of life for the many Service
These major and important
members who live on this forward
changes directly affect mission acoperating base.
The RAOC team had tight living complishment. The Morale, Welquarters for the first two months on fare, and Recreational quality of
life gives Service members a
base, all living in the same tent.
This fostered a close and produc- chance to relax and free their
tive working relationship with each minds from the long and hot days
other that led to future plans. The of working in the largest detention
160th RAOC went straight to work facility in Iraq. The team keeps
safety and force protection in mind
improving services, living areas
and keeping the Service members and set up an X-ray machine to
content through various quality of scan vehicles entering the FOB.
They emplaced hundreds of Tlife improvements.
walls and HESCO (soil-filled, fabCapt. Jack Vaughan and his
ric ) barriers around the new conband of Artillerymen make up the
voy staging area and other stratedirectorate of logistics (DOL) team
gic locations around the FOB.
that became an integral part to
The Mayor, Maj. Lester Elmore,
mission accomplishment by proconducts
site surveys for the 125
ducing water, ordering, shipping
new
PODs
in the Knoxville Living
and receiving fuel and other sustainment products. The use of wa- Support Area. This is what the
FOB needed to eliminate the qualter and fuels increased once the
RAOC opened the 24-hour dining ity time of tent life. Now, Service
members arrive at FOB Bucca and
Soldiers enjoying
the new PODs.

exit their choppers onto the new
and improved helipad, LZ Anzio,
and then go straight to the tent, but
now they only stay there for a few
weeks. The new brigade headquarters freed up even more office
and living space than there ever
was. Although known for being the
bad guy, saying “no” frequently
and enforcing unpopular decisions,
the Mayor cell did a lot to make life
better on the FOB.
The intuitive ideas and dedication of the 160th RAOC brought
several quality of life improvements
to support the MWR program. A
new sports complex brought over
30 softball teams to the plate. An
oversized, additional SPAWAR
internet café provides over 75 new
computers with internet access so
Service members can keep in
touch with their loved ones back
home. Probably the most important and newest addition to the
FOB is the gym. It is two times
larger than the existing facility and
houses a lot of new workout equipment. The 160th RAOC has jumpstarted the growth of this “Big City.”
Soldiers, Sailors and Airmen
have many of the luxuries of home
here at Camp Bucca. The 160th
RAOC has left them with improved
24-hour services, new living areas,
new offices, a thriving MWR program and all the necessities of fuel
and water to keep the lights shining and the showers running.
“FOB Bucca has received a
face lift and now our replacements,
the 1-102nd CAV RAOC, will move
forward and continue the trend of
position area improvements to expand the quality of life for all Service members on this base,” said
Lt. Col. David Jordan, outgoing
Deputy FOB commander.
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2 - 11 3 T H TA K E S C H A R G E O F B U C C A S E C F O R M I S S I O N
Story by Maj. Jason Fetterolf,
PAO, 2/113th Infantry Battalion
copters landed.
“You [the 179th Infantry] have performed magnificently here in this mission and that team has been extremely effective as it goes about at
securing Camp Bucca. Your units
have endured IEDs [Improvised Explosive Devices], indirect fire, direct
fire, and long hot boring hours spent
inside a gun truck, on a distant hill, or
in a tower on the perimeter,” said
Glaser.
Finally, Piterski shared his vision
with the ceremony attendees and his
unit soldiers.
“Ladies and Gentlemen, I have
great trust in your abilities and I
pledge to lead and guide you forward
with vision, dedication and drive,” said
Piterski. “Let us journey onward, support the Task Force Bucca mission
and continue to stabilize Iraq so that
Iraqis may enjoy a safe country that
we, as Americans, have come to
expect.”
Eleven companies and nearly
1200 Soldiers from the Garden
State’s 50th Infantry Brigade
Combat Team (IBCT) - nine
NJARNG companies and two
Michigan Army National Guard
(MIARNG) companies - have relieved in place counterpart elements of the 45th BCT, OKARNG
this week in separate transfers of
authority here.
The history-rich 2-113th Infantry Battalion mobilized beginning
June 20 at Riverdale, N.J. and
completed pre-deployment training at Fort Bliss, Texas before
deploying to Camp Bucca Sept.
11 for a scheduled nine month
tour. The remaining 3100 Soldiers in the 50th IBCT have simulSpc. Amie J. McMillan
taneously deployed to other locaLt. Col. Mark A. Piterski and Command Sgt. Maj. Thomas J. Clark, commander and comtions
in Iraq as part of the largest
mand sergeant major of the 2nd Battalion, 113th Infantry Regiment, 50th IBCT, methodically
mobilization
of the New Jersey
uncase the battalion colors symbolizing the transfer of authority Sept. 23 at Camp Bucca in
National Guard since World War
southern Iraq.
II.

The 2-113th Infantry Battalion,
New Jersey Army National Guard
(NJARNG), took charge of the Camp
Bucca Security Force (SECFOR) mission from the 1-179th Infantry Battalion, Oklahoma Army National Guard
(OKARNG), in a transfer of authority
ceremony here Sept. 23.
The Headquarters and Headquarters Company, 2-113th Infantry Battalion will provide area security operations and command and control over
the 887th and 586th Expeditionary
Security Forces Squadrons (ESFS),
U.S. Air Force, that will provide internal and external base security.
Additionally, the 2-113th Infantry
Battalion has teams focused on civil
affairs projects and medical assistance to help the Iraqi people in the
area of operations outside Camp
Bucca, according to Lt. Col. Mark A.
Piterski, incoming commander.

The ceremony’s traditional casing
of the colors of the 1-179th and uncasing of the colors of the 2-113th
colorfully and symbolically communicated the transfer of authority and was
followed by remarks from distinguished guests Col. Clyde T. Burton,
Forward Operating Base Camp Bucca
commander and Col. David Glaser,
Task Force Bucca and 42nd Military
Police Brigade commander.
Redeploying after eight months of
diverse duties here, the 1-179th Infantry Battalion has accomplished much
and leaves a strong foundation for the
2-113th Infantry to build upon.
Measurable highlights of the joint 1
-179th Infantry – 887th ESFS – 586th
ESFS mission include nearly 72,000
personnel processed for base entry
and exit, nearly 24,000 detainees
transported, nearly 1700 area security
operation patrols and over 1500 heli-
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COMMON CENTS: WHO NEEDS INSURANCE?
Article by Capt. Henry Cartagena,
Task Force Bucca Battle Captain

“A nation of sheep will beget a companies. These same individuals believe that government
government of wolves.”
interference will only make
~ Edward R. Murrow
things worse in the long run, inThe largest government bail- crease taxes and increase the
out of private industry, consisting debt of the USA to levels that
of $700 Billion, is likely to be ap- may cause severe inflation. The
proved by the government of the credit worthiness of the USA
U.S. this week. Why is the tax- would be called into question.
payer being forced to bailout the
Why should you care? An
bad debts of banks and financial economic recession or deprescompanies? How will this affect sion would make the value of
your future?
your residential property deWashington Mutual Bank, the crease. Unemployment and
crime would increase. Cash
nation’s largest savings bank,
has just been closed by the US would become king. Even if we
avoid a severe recession due to
government and transferred to
JP Morgan Chase. It joins other a government (taxpayer) bailout
of companies, the results of
companies that have been
closed or taken over by the gov- huge government debt means a
ernment recently, which include: very weak dollar that makes the
price of goods increase greatly,
Bear Stearns, Indy Bank, Lehto include the foreign product we
man Brothers, Fannie Mae,
consume the most, petroleum
Freddie Mac, American Insur(oil).
ance Group, and many other
failed banks. All these compaWhat should you do? No
nies invested in securities
need to panic, just follow these
(IOUs) and insurance products
time-tested methods of wealth
that were backed by risky mort- protection.
gages. Now investors, banks
Stay out of bad debt. Unless
and other companies are hoardthe debt is going to increase
ing cash and reducing the
your future income or reduce
amount of loans they make
your future expenses, then it is
available to other businesses
probably bad debt. Pay off your
and individuals.
debts.
Many believe that the global
Diversify your assets. Having
economy will enter a world-wide
all your wealth concentrated in
depression if the flow of credit
only one form, such as cash,
freezes. Large corporations to
real estate, gold, stocks or
small businesses would be unbonds, may leave you vulnerable to operate. However, othable. A well planned mix of
ers argue that the free market
these investments would allow
should be allowed to run its
you to weather most storms.
course and eliminate inefficient
Inflation would reduce the value

of your dollars. Hyperinflation
would destroy the value of your
cash. A recession would reduce
the value of real estate and
many stocks.
Have a plan. What are your
near-term and long-term goals?
How much money do you need
to accomplish these goals? You
would not conduct a mission
without a plan, so why would
you buy a house, pay for college
or retire without a plan? In order
to make your plan become reality you will need to set a budget
and decide what assets to purchase with your savings.
During periods of severe inflation, those who own hard assets such as gold, silver, food,
medicine and equipment retain
their wealth and perhaps increase it. However, during a recession, people lack cash and
the value of property and goods
may decrease. Recessions are
some of the best times to purchase undervalued real estate
and stocks.
For more information, visit
www.saveandinvest.org or
www.investopedia.com. Good
luck and remember to vote! It’s
your future.
“This column is for informational
purposes only. It is not meant to
serve as specific investment advice for any individual person or
particular situation. People can
and do lose money by investing.
You should discuss the risks and
rewards of any investment with a
certified financial planner or other
licensed finance professional.”
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TA K E S O V E R

FOB BUCCA

HEADQUARTERS

Story by Maj. Jason Fetterolf,
PAO, 2/113th Infantry Battalion

The Headquarters and Headquar- pressive standard for the 1-102nd
force, we will begin to set the conditers Troop (HHT), 1st Squadron,
Cavalry to improve upon.
tions to transition FOB Bucca to an
102nd Cavalry Regiment, New Jersey
enduring U.S. base or transition it to
“…We increased the number of
Army National Guard (NJARNG), as- “pods” (containerized housing units)
the Iraqi government…”
sumed control of the Camp Bucca
by more than 25 percent, completed
The recently redesignated HHT,
FOB (Forward Operating Base) head- hundreds of force protection and con- 1st Squadron, 102nd Cavalry Regiquarters mission from the Headquarstruction projects, made improvement, 50th Infantry Brigade Combat
ters and Headquarters
Battery (HHB), 1-160th
Field Artillery Regiment, Oklahoma Army
National Guard
(OKARNG), in a transfer of authority ceremony here Sept. 23.
The HHT, 1-102nd
Cavalry will provide
command and control,
essential base support,
logistics, S6
(communications) facilitation, MWR (Morale,
Welfare and Recreation) and FOB security
planning, according to
Command Sgt. Maj.
Timothy Marvian, the
FOB Deputy’s Command Sergeant Major.
“The health and welMaj. Jason Fetterolf
fare of our service
Lt. Col. Dean Spenzos and Command Sgt. Maj. Timothy Marvian, commander and command sergeant
members is our number one priority,” Mar- major of the 1st Squadron, 102nd Cavalry Regiment, 50th IBCT, ceremoniously uncase the squadron colors
symbolizing the transfer of authority Sept. 23 at Camp Bucca in southern Iraq.
vian added.
The ceremonial casing of the colments to MWR facilities and proTeam (IBCT), mobilized beginning
ors of the 1-160th Field Artillery and
grams,
improved
battle
drill
reJune 20 at Westfield, N.J. and comuncasing of the colors of the 1-102nd
sponses,
made
significant
improvepleted pre-deployment training at Fort
Cavalry colorfully symbolized the early
ments
to
logistics
and
contracting
Bliss, Texas before deploying to Camp
morning transfer of authority. These
processes…,”
noted
Lt.
Col.
David
Bucca Sept. 4 as the first 50th IBCT
events were followed by remarks from
Jordan,
1-160th
Field
Artillery
Battalunit to enter Iraq.
distinguished guests Col. Clyde T.
ion
commander.
Burton, Forward Operating Base
Eleven companies and nearly 1200
Camp Bucca commander and Col.
Lastly, it was time for Lt. Col. Dean Soldiers from the Garden State’s 50th
David Glaser, Task Force Bucca and Spenzos, the 1-102nd Cavalry comIBCT have deployed to Camp Bucca
42nd Military Police Brigade commander and FOB deputy commander, for a scheduled nine month tour. The
mander.
to speak about his plans for FOB
remaining 3100 Soldiers in the 50th
Bucca.
IBCT have simultaneously deployed to
After eight months of mayoral and
other locations in Iraq as part of the
installation management duties similar
“Our mission is essential, what I
largest mobilization of the New Jersey
to running a small city, the 1-160th
call sustaining the force,” said SpenNational Guard since World War II.
Field Artillery has established an imzos. “In addition to sustaining the
14

W AT E R : S O C R I T I C A L , Y E T S O M A N Y S E C R E T S
Story by Maj. Jason Fetterolf, PAO, 2/113th Infantry Battalion

Take charge of your health!

Water. It is something we drink many the 500 ml (16.9 ounce) water bottles
What kind?
times a day without really thinking much commonly available on Camp Bucca.
The popularity of bottled water has
about it.
Another factor that impacts consump- led many people to think that bottled waIs there really more to know about
ter is healthier than tap water (in the
tion of water is thirst perception. As we
drinking water than just drinking when
U.S.). Although bottled water may taste
age, we lose our perception of thirst.
thirsty? And can some little-known facts Research has verified that by the age of better than tap water, better taste does
about water make a difference in your
not mean that it is necessarily healthier.
70, many people may be totally thirsty
health? The answer is a resounding
but not recognize the need to drink even Much bottled water is no cleaner than tap
“yes”.
water – and 40 percent of bottled water
when water is placed next to them.
is tap water, which may
Sharing the results of
not have received any
recent research from leadadditional treatment. Furing experts, we will discuss
thermore, most municipal
three main points about
tap water in the U.S. must
drinking water that can
adhere to higher purity
allow you to live longer and
standards than bottled
feel better.
water. Lastly, the conHow much?
tainer that the bottled waThe first point of discuster comes in may leach
sion is how much water to
unsafe chemicals into the
drink. While the debate on
water.
the specifics of how much
Therefore, clean spring
one should drink continues
water (unbottled) or filon amongst many health
tered water (by reverse
professionals, there are
osmosis) are the healthicertain factors to consider
est forms of water to drink
before “how much” can be
when it is available, acanswered.
cording to Dr. Joseph
Obviously, if you are
Mercola, board-certified
exercising or living in a hot
physician and New York
climate as we are here in
Times best-selling author.
Iraq, you will need to drink
Mercola also recommore water. Also impormends the avoidance of
tant to consider is one’s
distilled water. “…Distilled
weight. In the past, the
water is like a vacuum
advice was to drink eight
without any minerals, so it
eight-ounce glasses of wawill actually leach benefiter daily; but this did not
cial minerals out of your
normally consider the perbody to balance it out,”
son’s body weight.
Sgt. 1st Class Edwin Tejada
said Mercola.
Staff Sgt. Adam Clark, C Co., 2-113th Infantry, left, and Spc. Mamadou
There is a simple forOf course, here in Iraq,
Dosso, A Co., 2-113th Infantry, right, enjoy a refreshing drink of water after
mula to ensure that you
water
is scarce, so we are
consume the right amount a work detail at Camp Bucca, Iraq Sept. 30.
all are happy to have the
of water, according to Dr.
bottled spring water here.
Fereydoon Batmanghelidj, internationally Based upon these findings, one should
not wait until thirsty to drink, as this could Little-known health benefit
renowned researcher, author and stucause dehydration and an inability to
dent under Sir Alexander Fleming, who
An amazing thing that adequate water
shared the Nobel Prize for the discovery function properly.
intake can do is reduce or eliminate high
“So, if you don’t allow the gas tank in blood pressure (hypertension). Longof penicillin. Divide your body weight in
your car to (be)come dry before you stop term high blood pressure accelerates the
half. The answer is the approximate
and take some gas, then why should you aging process.
number of ounces of water you should
drink daily. As an example, if you weigh let your body become thirsty so that it
stalls on the roadside before you drink
200 pounds, then you should drink 100
water?,” noted Batmanghelidj.
ounces of water daily, or almost six of

See WATER on page 17
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5 0 T H I B C T S O L D I E R S D O N ’ T PA C K L I K E T H E Y U S E D T O
Story by Sgt. 1st Class Edwin Tejada,
HHC, 2/113th Infantry Battalion

FORT BLISS, Texas - Boots,
check; - helmet, check; - rifle, check; Xbox…check! These are some of the
items that Iraq-based Soldiers from the
50th Infantry Brigade Combat Team
(IBCT), New Jersey Army National
Guard, packed in preparation for their
deployment. While all of the traditional items, such as uniforms and
weapons, are still on their list, today’s
Soldiers have found new technology,
such as i-Pods, Wi-Fi laptops and
Xboxes, to be an important part of
their packing list as well, accompanying them wherever duty calls.
Armed with up to three personal
duffel bags, a foot locker and an endless supply of portable technology,
Soldiers of the 50th IBCT mobilized
for Operation Iraqi Freedom have been
given the opportunity to carry tactical
and comfort items Soldiers in previous
wars could only have dreamed about
bringing.
“Some of my Soldiers were packing
plasma TV’s, Xboxes, Playstation 3’s
and a lot of books. It’s hard to imagine bringing some of these items to
war before,” said Staff Sgt. Jose Hernandez, supply sergeant for Bravo Co.,
2-113th Infantry Battalion, while observing his Soldiers completing individual inventories of personal gear.
1st Lt. Jeffrey Williamson, executive officer and unit movement officer
for Headquarters and Headquarters Co.
(HHC), 2-113th Infantry Battalion and
Gulf War Veteran, remembers when
packing for his prior deployment was a
lot different and simpler.
“All we packed were two duffel
bags and a rucksack, and we carried it
all; there were no Connexes (shipping
containers),” said Williamson.
A former aircraft mechanic during
Desert Storm, Williamson thought

simple items such as
gloves are a great addition to the new
packing list.
“Gloves are a huge
improvement, there
were times we couldn’t touch our tools
because they got so
hot out in the desert,”
he added.
For Staff Sgt.
Philip Lore, Charlie
Co., 2-113th Infantry
Battalion, the operational and personal
equipment Soldiers
carry during this operation are a sharp
contrast from his first
deployment during the
Vietnam War.
Maj. Jason Fetterolf
“I couldn’t even
Sgt. 1st Class Jorge Ditren, HHC, 2-113th Infantry Battalion,
packs his shaving supplies July 13 at McGregor Base Camp,
pack shaving cream
because we needed to N.M. in preparation for nine months at Camp Bucca, Iraq.
make space for amoutweigh the possible disadvantages.
munition,” said Lore.
“Technology allows Soldiers to
Though concerned that Soldiers are send videos and wish their kids Happy
being too spoiled with the amount of
Birthday,” said Lt. Col. John Scannell,
comfort items they are allowed, Lore
50th IBCT Brigade unit movement
showed great satisfaction with the new officer. Scannell is responsible for
tactical equipment issued, especially
almost 200 tons worth of brigade
night vision equipment.
equipment that has just arrived in Iraq
“M68’s, NVG’s (night vision gog- - - up to a third of which is Soldiers’
gles) and PQ-15’s are great things to
personal gear. He does not see anyhave when you are in a Listening
thing wrong with allowing Soldiers to
Post,” Lore added. M68’s and PQbring items like laptops.
15’s are aiming optical devices that
“Anything that makes a Soldier’s
can assist Soldiers performing Area
life less stressful, if we can manage to
Security Operations at Camp Bucca.
do it, we should do it,” said Scannell.
Some Soldiers who were interMore than 3100 Soldiers from the
viewed believed that too much of a
50th IBCT have deployed to Iraq in
good thing, like personal laptops with
early September including nearly 1200
internet, could distract Soldiers from
the mission, but they agreed the bene- Soldiers from 11 companies assigned
fits of having these items during war, to Camp Bucca.
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1/102ND ARRIVES AS FIRST 50TH IBCT UNIT INTO IRAQ
Story by Capt. Adam Kama, HHT, 1/102
Cavalry Squadron

The 1st Squadron, 102nd Cavalry Regiment, 50th Infantry Brigade Combat Team (IBCT) entered
into a combat zone for the first time
in 64 years in historic fashion Sept.
4.
The New Jersey National

Cavalry “troopers” off at their new
Forward Operating Base, Camp
Bucca, nicely representing the New
Jersey National Guard's esprit de
corps.
"This was a significant event
that occurred between Kuwait and

1st Lt. Eric Petrevich

N.J. National Guard members making the historic first 50th IBCT unit arrival into Iraq
from Kuwait Sept. 4 are, left to right, Sgt. 1st Class Chevy Day, Lt. Col. Dean Spenzos,
Sgt. 1st Class Davy Jensen, Capt. Timothy Eachus, Staff Sgt. Scott Rupert, Maj. Andy
Hague, Staff Sgt. Michael Just-Cornelius, Command Sgt. Major Timothy Marvian,
Capt. Dan Pace, and Spc. Jacquline Skougard. Photo taken at Camp Buehring, Kuwait.

Guard’s only cavalry unit was carried into battle by another of New
Jersey's own, Alpha Co., 104th
Aviation Battalion.
The command group, Lt. Col.
Dean T. Spenzos and Command
Sgt. Maj. Timothy Marvian, as well
as select others of the 1-102nd
Cavalry were the first 50th IBCT
Soldiers to cross the border into
Iraq in support of Operation Iraqi
Freedom.
Alpha Co., 104th Aviation Battalion volunteered to make the unscheduled 25-minute sortie from
Camp Buehring, Kuwait to drop the

Iraq - one New Jersey Guard team
airlifting another New Jersey Guard
team into a combat theatre of operations. Overall, this is a small
event that occurred thousands of
miles from N.J. but I was impressed with the positive attitude
and initiative of New Jersey Army
National Guard Soldiers,” said
Spenzos.
"It's truly amazing that at almost any time and place you can
find a member of our New Jersey
Guard family willing to help you out
in whatever way possible," added
Marvian.

WATER from page 15
“When there isn’t enough water in
the body, or the body becomes dehydrated, 66 percent of the water loss is
from the interior of the cells. And there
are 66 million Americans who don’t
realize that actually hypertension is
one of the manifestations of drought
management programs of the body
when the body…(delivers) water into
the interior of the cells which are 66
percent water deficient,” said Batmanghelidj.
Now you have three simple secrets
- how much water to drink, what kind
to drink, and a solution for millions of
Americans with high blood pressure.
Remember, soda, energy drinks, and
coffee are not substitutes for plain water, as they have caffeine which acts
as a diuretic and depletes your body of
needed water supplies.
Fellow Service members, take
charge of your health – you have only
one body. You are what you drink!

Disclaimer: the information provided
here is for informational purposes only
and should not be taken as medical
advice. Always consult with a medical
professional before making any
changes to your diet or lifestyle.
Next issue: The top five worst
foods you can eat
References:
http://www.naturalnews.com/
Report_water_cure_0.html
http://www.watercure.com/
http://articles.mercola.com/sites/article
s/archive/2008/04/22/do-you-reallyneed-eight-glasses-of-water-aday.aspx
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